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Use texture, materials, canes, and mixed techniques to create thirty different projects in a variety of

modern, sophisticated looks Techniques for making interesting beads and pendants as well as

projects combining these beads into complete sets of jewelry How to make necklaces, bracelets,

rings, earrings, pins, and more Polymer clay is a versatile and easy-to-work-with medium, as this

book shows. The thirty jewelry projects in it cover a wide range of styles, from simple, beachy

necklaces to ornate baroque pendants to modern rings and bracelets. Detailed instructions are

given for techniques such as making canes, using molds and stamps, layering, and blending colors.

The projects then combine these techniques into finished pieces in a variety of styles.
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Sophie Arzalier is a jewelry maker residing in France and the author of Making Jewelry from

Polymer Clay.

I have to admit, I was scared to buy this book. Everything I'd ever seen in Polymer Clay jewelry was

not anything i would ever wear or was interested in. This book gives you projects to work on that are

gorgeous and very easy to understand. If you are looking for a new technique to add to your jewelry

making and not sure where to go, this book is for you. It is simple to understand, the pictures are

very helpful and beautiful. I am so happy I bought this book to add to my craft library.

The book starts at the beginning of what you need to make clay beads and other clay items. All the



materials and how to use them making your items. Sophie shows techniques of how to make

different beads. The book will walk you through how to process the clay, textures to use to make

different designs. How to place the beads on tray to bake, the tempature and length of time. This is

the only book you will need to begin you journey with making beads. She suggest the make of pasta

machine to purchase to prepare the clay. Which is a great machine. Her designs are beautiful and

her techinque is captured in the step-by-step illustrations. The photos are taken in step-by-step.

Making this book worth much more than the purchase price. Follow her directions, add your

personal touch to the beads and jewelry, sell your finished piece of jewelry. You will make your

money back in this one piece. I am a beginner to polymer clay. Making Jewelry from Polymer Clay

by Sophie Arzalier is a must have for any person who has the desire to become a jewelry designer.

Thank you Ms. Arzalier for your time, knowledge, and beautiful illustrations that will lead many of us

to dive into the polymer clay world of jewelry.

i first read this book when i found it at the library in ft. lauderdale, florida and i could not wait to get it

for myself. finally found it at and since then have been fascinated by it and by all the techniques

described in the book. i highly recommend it for anyone interested in what i would call "a more

ethinic and/or bohemian style"

I have many polymer clay titles in my library, going all the way back to Nan Roche's "The New

Clay". This title is at the top of my list. Not only are the jewelry designs easy & hip, there are several

millefiori cane tutorials and extrusion ideas. Throughout the book, there are several tips. The

instructions are clear and easy to follow. I would recommend this book not only for the beautiful

polymer ideas, but also for the jewelry artist looking for some new design ideas.

I orderes this book to get ideas on making jewelry. It has great photos of beautiful jewelry with lots

of illustrations and practical advice.

Great book with lots of ideas for all artists.

Very attractive jewelry.
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